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1.I. ABSTRACT
Scaling laws for light-weight optical systems are examined. A cubic relationship between mirror
diameter and weight has been suggested and used by many designers of optical systems as the best
description for all light-weight mirrors. A survey of existing light-weight systems in the open
literature has been made to clarify this issue. Fifty existing optical systems were surveyed with all
varieties of light-weight mirrors including glass and beryllium structured mirrors, contoured mirrors,
and very thin solid mirrors. These mirrors were then categorized and weight to diameter ratio was
plotted to find a best fit curve for each case. A best fitting curve program tests nineteen different
equations and ranks a "goodness-to-fit" for each of these equations. The resulting relationship found
for each light-weight mirror category helps to quantify light-weight optical systems and methods of
fabrication and provides comparisons between mirror types.
1.2. INTRODUCTION
Understanding light-weight optics has become an important issue for many optical systems. Many
systems are weight limited including space optics and pointing and tracking systems. In many cases
the weight of the optics are the primary influence on the system weight as well as the cost. Although
these light-weight mirrors are often more costly to produce, their decreased weight often can produce
a savings in the mounting. Various scaling laws for light-weight optics have previously been used.
Generally, a cubic relationship has been assumed between weight and diameter, t Another proposed
generic equation commonly used for all light-weight mirrors is cited by Hamill=.
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Where:
D - diameter
k == constant
t = mirror thickneu
W = mirror weight
It issuggested that for advanced space optics,thisconstant k should be reduced by a factorof 2.
Many authors have developed other scaling relationshipsof interestincluding cost scaling laws
developed by MeineP and weight scaling relationships for the total tube moving weight developed by
Rule. 4 To continue this interest in scaling and preferred mirror types for systems, a survey of existing
light-weight systems wu proposed.
Once weight to diameter ratio for these mirror is known it is necessary to-quantify these ratios
mathematically. It wu proposed to use a best fit curve program developed by Myung Cho of the
Optical Sciences Center. The nineteen different mathematical equations that were used to fit the data
are listed in Table 1.1.
1.3. MIRRORS STUDUgD
The literature seach of existing light-weight systems also included a few famous conventinal systems
for comparison. In each case, mirror dimensions, material, configuration, and weight were tabulated.
Table 1.2 lists the conventional or solid mirror systems studied. It should be noted that for future
analysis, a very thin solid mirror with an aspect ratio (thickness/diameter) of less than 0.1 was
considered as a light-weight mirror. Listed in Table 1.3 are the light-weight systems studied. These
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mirror types include structured mirrors, contoured mirrors, and beryllium mirrors. ,Mirrors referred
to as structured mirrors contain ribbed cells such as openback and sandwich mirrors. Contoured
mirrors are mirrors that have been light-weighted by cutting contours in the back of the mirror; i.e.
single arch and double arch.
1.4. RESULTS
After data compilation was completed and the mirrors were categorized, both the best fitting function
and the power function for weight vs. diameter were found for each category. The power function
represents the common weight to diameter relationship used for both solid and light=weight mirrors.
Figure i. 1 illustrates the functions found for solid mirrors with conventional aspect ratios (diameter
to thickness) as well as very thin solids with small aspect ratios. Although conventional solids are best
described with a parabolic function, the power function using a nearly cubic exponent also describes
the data well as expected. The very thin solid mirrors are best described by a hoerl function and in
the case of the power function, have an exponent slightly smaller than that of conventional solids.
All light-weight mirrors are represented in Figure 1.2. In this case, the power function was the best
fitting function with an exponent of approximately 3. This would indicate that in general, a cubic
raltionship between weight and diameter is a good rule of thumb for light=weight mirrors. Figure
1.3 illustrates both the solid curves and the light-weight curve for comparison.
Specific light-weight mirror types were next investigated. The weight to diameter relationship for
strucutred mirrors, contoured mirrors, and beryllium mirrors are shown in Figures 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6
respectively. Upon examination of the power functions fit to the data, it is apparent that each
specific type has a significantly different coefficient and exponent. It is also interesting to note the
difficulty in achieving a good data fit for the beryllium mirror category. This category contains a
variety of unusual optical designs including innovative space optics.
Finally the mirrors were categorized using the weight relationship cited earlier (equation 1.1):
k D _'°
D
I
The constant k was calculated for each mirror, and optics with roughly equivalent constants were
grouped together. The category of traditional mirrors, shown in Figure 1.7, is comprised of solids
and heavier light-weights (primarily contoured mirrors) and has an average k of 2560. The light-
weight mirror category consisting of commonly configured light-weights has an average k of 802 (see
Figure l.g). The smallest average k value belongs to the ultra-lightweight mirror category. This
group, shown in Figure 1.9, includes the very unusual light-weight designs and the majority of the
beryllium mirrors. Figure 1.10 illustrates the weight to diameter relationship of all 3 of these
categories on a single graph for comparison. It is noteworthy that light-weight mirrors fit the power
law the best, and the ultra-lightweights came the closest to satisfying the 2.6 exponent of the light-
weight equation (I. 1).
1.5. CONCLUSIONS
A sample size of approximately 50 light-weight mirrors was used to examine the relationship between
weight and diameter. Table i.4 summarized the results found for each mirror category and includes
both the best fitting function and the commonly used power function.
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While 50 samples of approximately 50 light-weight mirrors was used to examine the relaionship
between weight and diameter. Table 1.4 summarizes the results found for each mirror category and
includes both the best fitting functino and the commonly used power function.
Solid Mirrors: W - 246 D"n
Light-weight Mirrors: W = 82 D TM
For specific mirror types, however, a more precise relationship can be used to scale weight a.s a
function of diameter:
Structured Mirrors
Contoured Mirrors
Beryllium Mirrors
W = 68 D _m
W = 106 D 'n
W = 26 D TM
Mirrors may also be described using the light-weight relationship of equation (I.1):
Traditional k,_, = 2560 W = 192 D _
Light-weight k,,_ = 802 W = 120 D t"
Ultra-lightweight k. t = 387 W = 53 D z'7
With a better understanding of the weight to diameter relationship of specific mirror types, more
informed choices can be made for candidate light-weight mirrors and more accurate weight
estimations can be made for weight sensitive systems.
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2.1. SUMMARY
Mounting concepts for lightweight mirrors were reviewed, analytical methods were developed for
determining global stress in mirrors due to dynamic loadings, and parametric studies of local stress
for both flat pad and conical mounts were made. Nine different mounting concepts for lightweight
mirrors were reviewed; the most suitable designs for the SIRTF primary mirror mount are the conical
mount, the bolted mount for glass mirrors, and the bolted mount for beryllium mirrors. Global stress
in the primary mirror due to launch loads i_san important design parameter. For a given dynamic
environment, characterized by a Power Spectral Density Function (PSD), a new material parameter
for minimum mirror weight was identified, and is given by:
W.,. ,, (p/a_ (pE) _
(2.1)
where:
Walael
p
O"A
E
is the minimum mirror weight
is the mirror material density
is the maximum allowable stress for the mirror material (fracture stress for
glass, micro-yield stress for beryllium)
is the elastic modulus of the mirror material
Analytical expressions for both flat pad mounts and conical mounts were used to determine mounting
stress as a function of geometry, size, and dynamic response of the mirror mount. Use of closed form
expressions dramatically simplify the cost and time required to perform initial design of the primary
mirror mount.
2.2. MOUNTING CONCEPT REVIEW
The review of mounting methods concentrated on mirror mounting concepts which were relevant to
the SIRTF primary mirror problem. Criteria used to evaluate suitability were the ability of the mount
to limit stress in the mirror due to changes in temperature, and the adaptability of the mirror mount
to a sl_cecraft application. Only mount designs which involved some hardware experience were
considdred. No effort was expended on evaluating mirror mount designs which have only been
developed as concepts. This hardware emphasis in the concept review limits the review to a historical
perspective. Promising new configurations which are under development were not considered.
Classified programs were not evaluated as part of the mirror mount review. Use of open university
facilities precluded examination of classified materials. Since the final report is intended to be an
open public document, classified concepts could not be included.
The concept review was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, a literature search for
information on mirror mdunting was carried out as part of the overall literature search for the
program. Abstracts of papers identified from this literature search were then reviewed, and if
promising, the supporting documentation obtained. At the same time, extensive use of the personal
contacts of members of the Optical Sciences Center was made to find projects in which suitable
mirrormount designsmight exist.These contactswere followedup by correspondence,telephone
calls,and personalvisits.In thesecond phase of the conceptreview,ninecandidateconceptswere
selectedfor detailedexamination. These concepts were reviewed on the basisof recorded
performance;ifperformancefigureswere notavailable,calculationswere made toattempttopredict
performance. Cost,easeoffabrication,and adaptabilitytodifferentmirrorconfigurations,were
=_
other factors in the review. In the third phase of the review, three designs were selected as candidates
for the SIRTF primary mirror mount. The performance of these three designs was then modeled
under another portion of the program.
w
w
The following types of mirror mounts were reviewed:
1. Bonded mounts
2. Conical mounts
3. Sphere/cone mounts
4. Sphere/cylinder mounts
5. Cylindrical clamps
6. Ball foot/clamp
7. Bolted mount (glass)
8. Fiat pad mount
9. Bolted/pinned mount (beryllium)
w
w
U
i
w
Criteria used to evaluate the mirror mount performance included _.
I.
2.
3.
4.
Ability to support the SIRTF primary mirror, assumed to weigh no more than 150 kg,
with a diameter of 1.0 m and a thickness of less than 130 ram. (The thickness limit
is set by the availability of fused silica mirror blanks if a single boule is used.)
Mount induced distortion due to a 292 K drop in temperature, from 300 K to 8 K, the
temperature of the liquid helium dewar, should be less than 89 am RMS.
Maintain optical alignment following insertion into orbit. Allowable despace is 135
microns, allowable decenter is 30 microns, and allowable tilt is 167 micro-radians.
The mount must retain the mirror safely in the event of an emergency landing of the
Space Shuttle. Anticipated loads are 4.5 g in all axes.
5. The launch load criterion is a PSD function; the PSD is given in fig. 2.1.
w Following is the detailed review of the mounting concepts studied:
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2.3. BONDED MOUNTS
The descriptive term "bonded mounts" is not quite correct for this type of mounting for the SIRTF
application. Due to the large thermal coefficient of expansion difference between most adhesives
(silastic has a thermal coefficient of expansion of about 200 x 10" m/m-K, for example), and optical
materials such as fused silica or beryllium, a classic bonded mounting is not feasible. Instead, bonding
is used to attach the mirror to a flexure system which isolates the mirror from thermal coefficient of
expansion effects. Adhesives are used as a mirror to flexure transition. Flexure mounting principles
are discussed in Vukobratovich and Richard'. Tangential flexure mounts of the type most often used
for mounting of lightweight space mirrors were discussed by Chin _.
Representative examples of the combination of a bonded mirror mount and tangential flexure are the
0.5 m mirror for the TEAL RUBY °, shown in fig. 2.2 and the 0.65 m Itek fused silica test
mirror _7''. The bonded mount is a semi-kinematic three point design. Three square bosses extend
radially from the mid-plane of the mirror circumference. Four "T"shaped flexures are bonded to the
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sides of the square boss. The flexures are attached to an outer ring which surrounds the boss. The
outer ring is carried on the tip of a tapered cantilever beam flexure which is tangential to the mirror
edge. A mounting ring or bezel surrounds, but does not contact the mirror; the three tangential
flexures attach to this ring.
The three tangential flexures provided isolation of the mirror from expansion or contraction of the
outer bezel with respect to the mirror. The four inner flexures provide additional rotational
compliance to allow for assembly errors which might otherwise induce moments in the mirror. Fig.
2.3 shows the metal to glass interface of this flexure configuration. Stress induced in the square boss
is unlikely to propagate to the mirror surface.
Performance of the bonded mount designs has been quite good. The TEAL RUBY primary mirror
was designed to operate at 70 K, and to survive a launch acceleration of 7 g steady state, with a 10
g RMS random vibration. Fundamental frequency of the mirror and mount assembly was about 45
hz, which substantially exceeded the design specification of 15 hz. Cryogenic deformation of the ltek
0.65 m test mirror was very low, with a cryogenic surface di:tortion of 0.26 waves RMS (1 wave =
633 nm) at 13 K.
A serious concern with the bonded design is integrity of the glass to metal adhesive joint. In the
experimental 0.65 m ltek mirror, fracture and failure of the glass occurred when the flexure assembly
temperature was reduced to 77 K. In fig. 2.4, fragments of the fractured glass are seen still attached
to the flexure. This design used an aluminum flexure, PR-1660 polyurethane adhesive and an
aluminum flexure boss. Changing the flexure material to Invar did not solve the problem; failures
continued at 77 K. Etching the fused silica boss in hydrofluoric acid to strengthen the glass, and
switching to a PR-1578 polyurethane adhesive specially formulated for cryogenic use prevented
failures at 77 K when combined with an invar flexure. Failures continued with the aluminum
flexure t. More recent analysis of the stress in the adhesive bond area indicates that proper selection
of adhesive coupled with a very limited bond area can reduce failure probability 1°.
Although the bonded mount represents a traditional and well tested mounting concept, this design is
not well suited to the SIRTF primary mirror problem. Performance of the Itek 0.65 m mirror and
mount at 13 K is roughly comparable with that of beryllium mirrors and about twice as bad (0.26
waves RMS for this mirror, versus 0.12 waves RMS for the ARC/Arizona double arch or 0.13 waves
RMS for the ARC/Arizona single arch, one wave = 633 nm) as other types of glass mirror and mount
concepts u. Failures in the glass to metal adhesive joint are catastrophic. Recent analysis indicates
the need for relatively small adhesive bond areas, limiting bond strength. These failures during test,
and the limited strength of the mount for a mirror half the size of the SIRTF primary, suggest a
serious concern with the strength of a similar design for the 1 m SIRTF primary.
Additional concerns are a possible lack of long term stability due to creep of the adhesive joint,
possible contamination of the optics dues to adhesive outgassing, and poor batch-to-batch
repeatability of current adhesives. Use of a bonded mount for SIRTF would require research into
adhesive behavior at 13 K.
2.4. CONICAL MOUNTS
Conical mounts utilize conical geometry to athermalize the contact between glass and metal. This a
very traditional way of making a glass to metal contact, and is extensively used in applications such
as high voltage insulators. Two different conical mounting schemes are used; a cone and a Oat
bearing surface, and two conical surfaces.
Use of a conical bearing surface combined with a flat surface permits athermalization of the mount
if the apex of the conical surface is coincident with the flat surface and if the axis of the conical
surface is perpendicular to the flat surface. Expansion or contraction of the mount materials
maintains geometry, and the apex of the cone remains coincident with the flat surface. This
athermalization scheme does require slip of the bearing surfaces relative to the mirror surface.
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An example of an athermalized conical surface and flat surface is the primary mirror mount of the
0.35 m Mars Observer Camera (MOC) developed by Perkin-Elmer': and shown in fig. 2.5. The
illustrated configuration was not a success, and failed during dynamic testing. Failure occurred due
to the limited area available to react axial loads. In addition, when the conical surface was preloaded
to the level necessary to maintain contact in the dynamic environment, excessive moments were
induced in the mirror, with resultant figure changes. When clamped, the conical surface attem0ts to
spread the mirror surface, with a resulting change in mirror figure.
Use of a flat upper washer to directly oppose the flat bearing surface below the mirror eliminated the
need for the conical surface to react axial loads. Allowing the upper flat surface to slide along the
mirror hub mount athermalized the mount. The conical surface was lowered, and used primarily to
maintain radial centration of the mirror. This mounting scheme was very successful, and is used on
the flight hardware.
Other variants of the cone and flat mounting scheme include the University of Arizona/Ames 0.5 m
fused silica test mirror t3 and the Zeiss 0.5 m Zerodur mirror developed for the German Infrared
Laboratory (GIRL) project ''ts. Both of these mounts were developed for double arch mirrors, and
are employed in a three socket configuration, the sockets being located in the back of the mirror.
Although the conical surfaces and flats athermalize the metal to glass contacts, additional flexures are
required to athermalize the difference in thermal coefficient of expansion between mirror and mount.
The University of Arizona/Ames 0.5 m mirror mount shown in fig. 2.6 and 2.7 was successful in
isolating the mirror from temperature changes. When tested at 6 K. a total figure change of 0.12
waves RMS (1 wave, 633 nm) was observedtt Although a promising result, the mount design is not
suitable for a dynamic environment, and this result should therefore be viewed with caution.
Performance of the GIRL primary mirror mount shown in fig. 2.8 under dynamic test was quite good.
Transverse natural frequency was 10g FIz, and axial natural frequency was 230 Hz. Tests using
sinusoidal acceleration with an amPlitu @ of 12 g and maximum frequency of 35 Hz, with a change
of 3 octaves per minute did not produce any change in the mirror.
Although widely used in other applications the double cone mount has so far not been used in an
optical mount. This mount uses a pair of conical surfaces; athermalization requires coincidence of
the conical axes and that the apexes of the two conical surfaces coincide• This configuration offers
increased bearing surface. Since opposite and equal moments are produced in the mounted optics,
clamping forces cancel• For best performance, the intersection of the two conical apexes should occur
at the plane of the center of gravity of the mirror. Since this type of mount has not yet been
constructed, it was not evaluated for the SIRTF program•
Conical mounts are relatively simple, and offer good contact area. Fabrication, at least for center hub
configurations used to mount single arch mirrors, is straightforward. Athermalization is good, and
stability is excellent. Since no adhesives or compliant materials are employed in the mount, outgassing
is not an issue.
When multiple socket configurations are used, as in the case of the University of Arizona/Ames and
GIRL mirrors, mounting'surface area is reduced. Stresses increase dramatically and' fabrication
becomes difficult. Since the socket is a blind hole, insertion of the clamp becomes a difficult design
problem. The complex geometry of the socket makes determination of mounting stress very difficult.
Since the apex of the conical mounting surface is located away from the mid-plane or center of
gravity plane of the mirror, clamping stress induced in the socket can produce changes in optical
surface figure.
The good athermalization performance of the conical mount, combined with the favorable (but
limited) test experience make this type of mount a good candidate for the SIRTF program. Use of
this type of mount is dependent on a mirror configuration with sufficient material in the area of the
mount. A conical clamp could not be developed for a fritted ultra-lightweight mirror.
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2. STUDIES OF LIGHTWEIGHT MIRROR MOUNTING AND DYNAMIC _IIRROR STRESS
2. I. SUMMARY
Mounting concepts for lightweight mirrors were reviewed, analytical methods were developed for
determining global stress in mirrors due to dynamic loadings, and parametric studies of local stress
for both flat pad and conical mounts were made. Nine different mounting concepts for lightweight
mirrors were reviewed; the most suitable designs for the SIRTF primary mirror mount are the conical
mount, the bolted mount for glass mirrors, and the bolted mount for beryllium mirrors. Global stress
in the primary mirror due to launch 'loads is an important design parameter. For a given dynamic
environment, characterized by a Power Spectral Density Function (PSD), a new material parameter
for minimum mirror weight was identified, and is given by:
w.,.. - (p/a,_ (pEj_
where:
(2.1)
Wmin
p
aA
E
is the minimum mirror weight
is the mirror material density
is the maximum allowable stress for the mirror material (fracture stress for
glass, micro-yield stress for beryllium)
is the elastic modulus of the mirror material
Analytical expressions for both flat pad mounts and conical mounts were used to determine mounting
stress as a function of geometry, size, and dynamic response of the mirror mount. Use of closed form
expressions dramatically simplify the cost and time required to perform initial design of the primary
mirror mount.
2.2. MOUNTING CONCEPT REVIEW
The review of mounting methods concentrated on mirror mounting concepts which were relevant to
the SIRTF primary mirror problem. Criteria used to evaluate suitability were the ability of the mount
to limit stress in the mirror due to changes in temperature, and the adaptability of the mirror mount
to a slsacecraft application. Only mount designs which involved some hardware experience were
considered. No effort was expended on evaluating mirror mount designs which have only been
developed as concepts. This hardware emphasis in the concept review limits the review to a historical
perspective. Promising new configurations which are under development were not considered.
Classified programs were not evaluated as part of the mirror mount review. Use of open university
facilities precluded examination of classified materials. Since the final report is intended to be an
open public document, classified concepts could not be included.
The concept review was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, a literature search for
information on mirror mounting was carried out as part of the overall literature search for the
program. Abstracts of papers identified from this literature search were th&n reviewed, and if
promising, the supporting documentation obtained. At the same time, extensive use of the personal
contacts of members of the Optical Sciences Center was made to find projects in which suitable
mirror mount designs might exist. These contacts were followed up by correspondence, telephone
calls, and personal visits. In the second phase of the concept review, nine candidate concepts were
selected for detailed examination. These concepts were reviewed on the basis of recorded
performance; if performance figures were not available, calculations were made to attempt to predict
performance. Cost, ease of fabrication, and adaptability to different mirror configurations, were
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other factors in the review. In the third phase of the review, three designs were selected as candidates
for the SIRTF primary mirror mount. The performance of these three designs was then modeled
under another portion of the program.
The following types of mirror mounts were reviewed:
1. Bonded mounts
2. Conical mounts
3. Sphere/cone mounts
4. Sphere/cylinder mounts
5. Cylindrical clamps
6. Ball foot/clamp
7. Bolted mount (glass)
8. Flat pad mount
9. Bolted/pinned mount (beryllium)
Criteria used to evaluate the mirror mount performance included _.
1. Ability to support the SIRTF primary mirror, assumed to weigh no more than 150 kg,
with a diameter of 1.0 m and a thickness of less than 130 ram. (The thickness limit
is set by the availability of fused silica mirror blanks if a single boule is used.)
2. Mount induced distortion due to a 292 K drop in temperature, from 300 K to 8 K, the
temperature of the liquid helium dewar, should be less than 89 nm RMS.
3. Maintain optical alignment following insertion into orbit. Allowable despace is 135
microns, allowable decenter is 30 microns, and allowable tilt is 167 micro-radians.
4. The mount must retain the mirror safely in the event of an emergency landing of the
Space Shuttle. Anticipated loads are 4.5 g in all axes.
5. The launch load criterion is a PSD function; the PSD is given in fig. 2.1.
Following is the detailed review of the mounting concepts studied:
2.3. BONDED MOUNTS
The descriptive term "bonded mounts" is not quite correct for this type of mounting for the SIRTF
application. Due to the large thermal coefficient of expansion difference between most adhesives
(silastic has a thermal coefficient of expansion of about 200 x 104 m/m-K, for example), and optical
materials such as fused silica or beryllium, a classic bonded mounting is not feasible. Instead, bonding
is used to attach the mirroF to a flexure system which isolates the mirror from thermal coefficient of
expansion effects. Adhesives are used as a mirror to flexure transition. Flexuremounting principles
are discussed in Vukobratovich and Richard _. Tangential flexure mounts of the type most often used
for mounting of lightweight space mirrors were discussed by Chin _.
Representative examples of the combination of a bonded mirror mount and tangential flexure are the
0.5 m mirror for the TEAL RUBY _, shown in fig. 2.2 and the 0.65 m Itek fused silica test
mirror _TJ. The bonded mount is a semi-kinematic three point design. Three square bosses extend
radially from the mid-plane of the mirror circumference. Four "T"shard flexures are bonded to the
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sides of the square boss. The flexures are attached to an outer ring which surrounds the boss. The
outer ring is carried on the tip of a tapered cantilever beam flexure which is tangential to the mirror
edge. A mounting ring or bezel surrounds, but does not contact the mirror; the three tangential
flexures attach to this ring.
The three tangential flexures provided isolation of the mirror from expansion or contraction of the
outer bezel with respect to the mirror. The four inner flexures provide additional rotational
compliance to allow for assembly errors which might otherwise induce moments in the mirror. Fig.
2.3 shows the metal to glass interface of this flexure configuration. Stress induced in the square boss
is unlikely to propagate to the mirror surface.
Performance of the bonded mount designs has been quite good. The TEAL RUBY primary mirror
was designed to operate at 70 K, and to survive a launch acceleration of 7 g steady state, with a 10
g RMS random vibration. Fundamental frequency of the mirror and mount assembly was about 45
hz, which substantially exceeded the design specification of 15 hz. Cryogenic deformation of the Itek
0.65 m test mirror was very low, with a cryogenic surface distortion of 0.26 waves RMS (1 wave =
633 rim) at 13 K.
A serious concern with the bonded design is integrity of the glass to metal adhesive joint. In the
experimental 0.65 m Itek mirror, fracture and failure of the glass occurred when the flexure assembly
temperature was reduced to 77 K. In fig. 2.4, fragments of the fractured glass are seen still attached
to the flexure. This design used an aluminum flexure, PR-1660 polyurethane adhesive and an
aluminum flexure boss. Changing the flexure material to Invar did not solve the problem; failures
continued at 77 K. Etching the fused silica boss in hydrofluoric acid to strengthen the glass, and
switching to a PR-1578 polyurethane adhesive specially formulated for cryogenic use prevented
failures at 77 K when combined with an invar flexure. Failures continued with the aluminum
flexure 9. More recent analysis of the stress in the adhesive bond area indicates that proper selection
of adhesive coupled with a very limited bond area can reduce failure probability 1°.
Although the bonded mount represents a traditional and well tested mounting concept, this design is
not well suited to the SIRTF primary mirror problem. Performance of the ltek 0.65 m mirror and
mount at 13 K is roughly comparable with that of beryllium mirrors and about twice as bad (0.26
waves RMS for this mirror, versus 0.12 waves RMS for the ARC/Arizona double arch or 0.13 waves
RMS for the ARC/Arizona single arch, one wave = 633 rim) as other types of glass mirror and mount
concepts 1_. Failures in the glass to metal adhesive joint are catastrophic. Recent analysis indicates
the need for relatively small adhesive bond areas, limiting bond strength. These failures during test,
and the limited strength of the mount for a mirror half the size of the SIRTF primary, suggest a
serious concern with the strength of a similar design for the 1 m SIRTF primary.
Additional concerns are a possible lack of long term stability due to creep of the adhesive joint,
possible contamination of the optics dues to adhesive outgassing, and poor batch-to-batch
repeatability of current adhesives. Use of a bonded mount for SIRTF would require research into
adhesive behavior at 13 K.
2.4. CONICAL MOUNTS
Conical mounts utilize conical geometry to athermalize the contact between glass and metal. This a
very traditional way of making a glass to metal contact, and is extensively used in applications such
as high voltage insulators. Two different conical mounting schemes are used; a cone and a flat
bearing surface, and two conical surfaces.
Use of a conical bearing surface combined with a flat surface permits athermalization of the mount
if the apex of the conical surface is coincident with the flat surface and if the axis of the conical
surface is perpendicular to the flat surface. Expansion or contraction of the mount materials
maintains geometry, and the apex of the cone remains coincident with the flat surface. This
athermalization scheme does require slip of the bearing surfaces relative to the mirror surface.
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An example of an athermalized conical surface and flat surface is the primary mirror mount of the
0.35 m Mars Observer Camera (MOC) developed by Perkin-Elmer _2and shown in fig. 2.5. The
illustrated configuration was not a success, and failed during dynamic testing. Failure occurred due
to the limited area available to react axial loads. In addition, when the conical surface was preloaded
to the level necessary to maintain contact in the dynamic environment, excessive moments were
induced in the mirror, with resultant figure changes. When clamped, the conical surface attempts to
spread the mirror surface, with a resulting change in mirror figure.
Use of a flat upper washer to directly oppose the flat bearing surface below the mirror eliminated the
need for the conical surface to react axial loads. Allowing the upper flat surface to slide along the
mirror hub mount athermalized the mount. The conical surface was lowered, and used primarily to
maintain radial centration of the mirror. This mounting scheme was very successful, and is used on
the flight hardware.
Other variants of the cone and flat mounting scheme include the University of Arizona/Ames 0.5 m
fused silica test mirror _ and the Zeiss 0.5 m Zerodur mirror developed for the German Infrared
Laboratory (GIRL) project _''5. Both of these mounts were developed for double arch mirrors, and
are employed in a three socket configuration, the sockets being located in the back of the mirror.
Although the conical surfaces and flats athermalize the metal to glass contacts, additional flexures are
required to athermalize the difference in thermal coefficient of expansion between mirror and mount.
The University of Arizona/Ames 0.5 m mirror mount shown in fig. 2.6 and 2.7 was successful in
isolating the mirror from temperature changes. When tested at 6 K. a total figure change of 0.12
waves RMS (1 wave - 633 nm) was observed t6. Although a promising result, the mount design is not
suitable for a dynamic environment, and this result should therefore be viewed with caution.
Performance of the GIRL primary mirror mount shown in fig. 2.8 under dynamic test was quite good.
Transverse natural frequency was 108 Hz, and axial natural frequency was 230 Hz. Tests using
sinusoidal acceleration with an amplitude of 12 g and maximum frequency of 35 Hz, with a change
of 3 octaves per minute did not produce any change in the mirror.
Although widely used in other applications the double cone mount has so far not been used in an
optical mount. This mount uses a pair of conical surfaces; athermalization requires coincidence of
the conical axes and that the apexes of the two conical surfaces coincide. This configuration offers
increased bearing surface. Since opposite and equal moments are produced in the mounted optics,
clamping forces cancel. For best performance, the intersection of the two conical apexes should occur
at the plane of the center of gravity of the mirror. Since this type of mount has not yet been
constructed, it was not evaluated for the SIRTF program.
Conical mounts are relatively simple, and offer good contact area. Fabrication, at least for center hub
configurations used to mount single arch mirrors, is straightforward. Athermalization is good, and
stability is excellent. Since no adhesives or compliant materials are employed in the mount, outgassing
is not an issue.
When multiple socket configurations are used, as in the case of the University of Arizona/Ames and
GIRL mirrors, mounting surface area is reduced. Stresses increase dramatically and fabrication
becomes difficult. Since the socket is a blind hole, insertion of the clamp becomes a difficult design
problem. The complex geometry of the socket makes determination of mounting stress very difficult.
Since the apex of the conical mounting surface is located away from the mid-plane or center of
gravity plane of the mirror, clamping stress induced in the socket can produce changes in optical
surface figure.
The good athermalization performance of the conical mount, combined with the favorable (but
limited) test experience make this type of mount a good candidate for the SIRTF program. Use of
this type of mount is dependent on a mirror configuration with sufficient material in the area of the
mount. A conical clamp could not be developed for a fritted ultra-lightweight mirror.
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2.5. SPHERE/CONE MOUNTS
Sphere/cone mounts utilize a pre-loaded semi-kinematic contact between a sphere and conical hole
to athermalize the glass to metal contact between mirror and mount. A combination of sphere and
cone mounts is used to mount a mirror; additional flexures are needed to athermalize the mirror with
respect to expansion or contraction of the outer mount.
Perkin-Elmer has developed a proprietary design of sphere/cone mount for use in the cryogenic
optics of the Boeing Infrared Sensor (BIRS) calibration facility. This configuration uses three
combinations of sphere/cone mounts equi-spaced around the perimeter of the mirror. Each
combination uses a radial constraint with a sphere/cone contact, and two axial restraints, directly
opposing each other, with sphere/cone contacts, as shown in fig. 2.9. This combination is not
kinematic, and over-constrains the mirror. Over-constraint results in deformation of the mirror when
the mirror is mounted; this deformation increases as the mirror is cooled tT. Although performance
of the sphere/cone mirror mount has not been reported in the open literature, a cryogenic distortion
at 80 K of over 0.2 waves (1 wave = 633 nm) has been mentioned in discussions with Boeing. The
sphere/cone mount is relatively simple, and quite easy to fabricate. Since there is direct metal to glass
contact, stability is excellent. No adhesives or compliant materials are used in the mount, eliminating
concerns about outgassing.
Space inside the clear aperture of the mirror is required for mounting. Another approach is to
provide the mirror with bosses or extensions for the mounts. Line contact occurs between sphere and
cone, which results in very high stress. Due to over-constraint, athermalization is poor, and the
mirror figure is likely to be affected during mounting. The use of sliding contacts in the preload
mechanism for the spheres may induce hysteresis due to friction during mechanical or thermal
cycling.
Without more extensive test data, this configuration is not considered a suitable choice for the SIRTF
application. High stress, and possible cryogenic distortion of the mirror make the sphere/cone mount
unsuitable. Although a modified design might be a candidate for SIRTF, the relatively complex
geometry would make analysis of the modified design very difficult.
2.6. SPHERE/CYLINDER MOUNTS
Sphere/cylinder mounts employ a spherical bearing surface sliding in a radial cylinder to athermalize
the mount. Thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match between mirror and mount is reduced by
employing three sphere/cylinder mounts equi-spaced around the mirror, with the spheres free to slide
radially. Use of spherical contact allows three-degree of freedom rotation between sphere and
cylinder. Three degrees of freedom in rotation at each of three contacts, plus radial translation,
insures that the mount does not over constrain the mirror. Assembly errors such as tilts of the
mounting points relative to the back of the mirror can induce moments in the mirror. Moments
induced by the mount can cause figure errors in the mirror surface. This type of assembly error is
reduced by bending of the mounting flexures.
A patent issued to B. Meseo a and shown in fig. 2.10 is the primary source of information on the
sphere/cylinder mount. Performance data on the mount is limited; an article b'y Barnes _' suggested
a "small" change over 20-25 degrees F.
Use of the sphere/cylinder mount does not address the metal to glass contact problem. This type of
mount requires attachment of the spherical bearing surfaces to the edge of the mirror. It is suggested
in the original patent that the spherical bearings could be bonded to the mirror edge. This infers a
relatively large bond area, with resultant concern about strength and possible cryogenic distortion of
the mirror. Creep of the adhesive could result in a loss of optical alignment. Outgassing is also a
concern with adhesives.
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A relatively tight tolerance on the clearance between sphere and cylinder is required. Mesco's patent
suggests a clearance of about 250 nm. Such a tolerance is very expensive to achieve, and is unlikely
to be maintained over a wide range of temperature. Friction between sphere and cylinder is a source
of hysteresis with resultant figure error and loss of alignment.
Some of the above difficulties could be overcome by preloading the contact between cylinder and
sphere with a spring. This reduces the mount stiffness, and may present a dynamic problem. A "zero
clearance" sliding contact achieved by preloading is a possible source of wear. Use of dissimilar
materials, such as a beryllium copper spring and stainless steel sphere reduces the potential for wear.
Line contact between the sphere and cylinder produces very high stress.
Until better information on the performance of the sphere/cylinder mount is available, is not a
suitable choice for the SIRTF primary mirror mount. If this configuration is selected, a
representative mirror and mount should be tested at 10 K to determine performance. Use of the
sphere/cylinder mount would require an experimental program to develop a database for application
to the SIRTF primary mirror.
2.7. CYLINDRICAL CLAMP
The cylindrical clamp uses a cylindrical mount which is a light force fit over a cylinder at the edge
of the mirror. A cylindrical core drill is used to produce an annular cylindrical bore in the edge of
the mirror; the metal clamp fits over this bore. As the temperature is lowered, the metal clamp
tightens on the cylindrical annulus, placing the glass int_ compression. Although this type of mount
provides a transition from glass to metal, it is necessary to provide additional flexures to allow for
mount tolerances and the thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match between mirror and mounting
structure.
The cylindrical clamp mount is under development for the Infrared Space observatory (ISO). A 0.6
m fused silica test mirror has been developed for ISO by REOSC and Aerospatiale _. A flexure
system with radially compliance to minimize thermal coefficient of expansion effects and two degrees
of freedom in rotation to reduce the effects of assembly tolerances has been patented by J. Paseri 2_.
The ISO mirror mount and flexure assembly is shown in fig. 2.11.
The critical issue in the performance of the cylindrical clamp is stress induced in the glass as the
temperature is lowered. La Fiandra" has developed equations for the analysis of the maximum
allowable radial clearance, stress and maximum frictional force between metal and glass over the
design temperature range. A more generic discussion is given by Iraninejad et al". For the SIRTF
temperature range (300 K to 10 K), stress in this type of mount appears acceptable. Mounts of this
type were used in the heat conductor assemblies of the Zeiss GIRL demonstration mirror, with good
results.
Performance data on the REOSC demonstration mirror for ISO is not available. Discussion with ISO
personnel indicate that REOSC has had great difficulty with mirror fabrication. The fabrication
problem can be understood by considering the standard method for making a blind hole in glass. To
make a blind hole in glass,-a core drill is used. The core drill produces an annular cut in the glass,
leaving a cylindrical piece of glass free-standing in the hole, attached only at its bottom. A sharp rap
on the plug will break the plug loose at the bottom. The REOSC mount configuration duplicates this
blind hole geometry. To avoid breaking the plug, a large radius is required at the bottom of the
annulus. In addition, considerable care, particularly in surface finish, is required during fabrication.
The cylindrical mount offers a large contact area. With direct glass to metal contact, stability is
excellent. Outgassing is not a problem, since no adhesives or compliant materials are used. The
relatively simple geometry of the mount allows closed form analysis or use of inexpensive axi-
symmetric finite element models.
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For efficient use of the cylindrical mount concept, the cylinders should act radially on the outside
edge of the mirror. This is a strong constraint on the mirror geometry, and rules out the use of this
type of mount with contoured back or ultra-lightweight mirrors. If the axis of the cylinder is not
located on the plane of the center of gravity of the mirror, possible surface distortion with
temperature drop, or with mechanical loads applied to the mirror, is possible. Precise information
on the temperature range of the mirror is required to set the assembly force fit of the mirror to the
mount.
Until test data becomes available on the performance of the cylindrical mount, this design is not
considered suitable for use with the SIRTF primary mirror. However, the cylindrical mount does
have considerable promise. Should good data become available on performance in a cryogenic
environment, and should the fabrication issue be settled, the cylindrical mount could be a strong
candidate for the SIRTF primary mirror.
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2.8. BALL FOOT/CLAMP (WITH BIPOD)
The ball foot/clamp mount uses three spherical feet frit bonded to the back of a glass mirror, equi-
spaced on a common diameter. A metal clamp is placed around the glass feet and preloaded to insure
contact as temperature is reduced. Each clamp and foot assembly is attached to a bipod. The bipod
legs have reduced or necked down sections at each end to act as rotationally compliant joints. The
centerlines of the two bipod legs of each assembly intersect at the center plane of the mirror.
Athermalization of the ball foot/clamp mount depends on the preload and mechanical fit of the clamp
to the spherical surface of the foot. Since the radius of curvature of the sphere changes with
temperature, contact in the clamp is at best located on two diameters of the sphere. Although the ball
foot/clamp provides athermalization of the glass to metal contact, additional flexures are required to
isolate the mirror from thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match effects between mirror and
mounting structure. Bipod flexures provide this additional isolation. Use of bipod flexures allows
radial and tangential changes in the physical dimension of the mounting structure with respect to the
mirror.
The combination of ball foot/clamp mounts and bipod flexures was originally suggested in a limited
circulation Kodak document. Mention of the concept in public was made in a paper by Crowe z4.
Discussion with Kodak employees indicates that the mounting concept may have been employed on
a number of government space projects. Recently, the performance of this type of mount was
discussed zs for a scan mirror application. An 0.73 m by 0.47 m elliptic fritted sandwich ULE mirror
was mounted using this approach, and is shown in fig. 2.12. A first modal frequency of over 200 Hz
was achieved with this mirror and mount. No data is available on the temperature performance of
this mirror,
The ball foot/clamp mount is a simple design that has very low impact on the mirror design. Using
fritting, mounting balls can be attached to virtually any point of the surface of a wide variety of
mirror configurations. This is currently the only technology that has been demonstrated for mounting
ultra-lightweight glass mirrors. Stability is excellent, since there is direct metal to glass contact. No
adhesives or compliant materials are used, so outgassing is not a concern. Athermalization between
metal and glass is acceptable.
Use of line contacts in the ball foot/clamp assembly produces relatively high stress in the assembly.
This high stress is aggravated by the re-entrant angle between spherical foot and mirror surface. A
sharp corner or re-entrant angle dramatically increases stress, and is normally avoided in working
with brittle materials such as glass. Unfortunately, a re-entrant angle is necessary in this mounting
configuration.
Although the bipod provides athermalization and reduces the effects of assembly error on the mirror
surface, the bipod location is not optimum. Mounting to a point behind the rear surface of the mirror
will result in moments being induced in the mirror, with resulting surface figure error.
wThe high stresses, re-entrant angle of the ball foot, and poor location of the bipod flexures indicate
that the ball foot/clamp (with bipod) design is not suitable for use with SIRTF. In the absence of
performance data, evaluation of the magnitude of these effects is difficult. Should performance data
on this type of mirror become available that indicated performance comparable to some of the more
promising mirror mount configurations, the bali foot/clamp could be a candidate for the SIRTF
primary mirror mount.
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2.9. BOLTED MOUNT (GLASS)
The bolted mounted uses contact between large flat washers and the mirror surface to transfer loads
to the mirror. Large bolts provide a preload force on the flat washers to insure contact between the
washer and mirror. Typically, two washers per bolt are used, with a portion of the mirror between
the two washers. This insures contact with the mirror even if the direction of load is reversed. A
relatively low preload is used, so that the mirror is just barely in contact with the flat washers when
not subjected to loads clue to acceleration or vibration. Each bolted connection can be considered as
a kinematic defining point. For complete definition of mirror position, six bolted connections are
needed.
Athermalization of the bolted mount relies on the use of low thermal coefficient materials which
match the thermal coefficient of expansion of the glass. An alternate approach uses a composite bolt,
made of both high and low thermal coefficient of expansion materials. Use of dissimilar materials
permits tailoring the equivalent thermal coefficient of expansion of the bolted assembly to match that
of the glass. Although the bolted mount provides a glass to metal interface, additional flexures are
required to reduce the effects of mounting structure to mirror thermal coefficient of expansion mis-
match.
The need to pass the bolted mount through the mirror places strong limits on mirror geometry. To
react against axial loads, it may be necessary to pass three bolts through the mirror in the axial
directions. These bolts will be within the clear aperture of the mirror. This solution was used on the
primary mirror mount for the Hubble Space Telescope, as shown in fig. 2.13. Placing three bolts
through the optical surface of the mirror is not very desirable. The mirror optical surface figure may
be distorted by the contact with the bolts, collecting surface area is reduced, and diffraction effects
are increased.
Instead of passing bolts through the mirror surface, the mirror can be designed with mounting blocks
around the perimeter of the mirror. Bolts are attached to these circumferential mounting blocks. This
approach reduces the effect on mirror optical surface figure, and eliminates the adverse effects on
collecting surface and diffraction. Unfortunately, mounting blocks increase the diameter of the
mirror, and increase fabrication cost.
If an open back lightweight configuration is used for the mirror, the bolted mounts can be connected
to the ribs of the lightweight shear core of the mirror. This approach was successfully employed in
the bolted mounts for the Airborne Optical Adjunct (AOA) mirrors, as shown in fig. 2.14 z6. Three
cubes are bolted to the ribs of the AOA mirrors; the cubes are attached to a six leg (hexapod) support.
The hexapod is kinematic and serves to athermalize the mirror with respect to the mounting structure.
Mirror figure was reportedly maintained over a 180 K temperature change.
The bolted mount has the important advantage of providing a relatively large contact area between
the mount and mirror, which significantly reduces stress and optical figure distortion. Long term
stability is excellent, due to direct metal to glass contact. The design is simple and relatively easy to
analyze. An important aspect of the bolted mount is its successful use in other systems. Outgassing
problems are reduced by the very limited use of compliant materials or bonding.
A very serious disadvantage of the bolted mount is the strong impact of the mount on the mirror
design. If intrusion of the bolted mount into the clear aperture of the mirror is to be avoided, the
mirror must either be provided with external mounting blocks, or an open back lightweight
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configuration must be used. Athermalization of the bolted mount is poor; the bolted mount is not
inherently athermal. Use of low thermal coefficient materials or bi-metallic compensators is
mandatory to reduce thermal effects. For the nearly 300 K temperature drop, and high optical
surface quality required, in the SIRTF system, the bolted mount may not provide sufficient isolation
from thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match.
Despite the strong impact on mirror configuration, and the relatively poor athermalization, the bolted
mount is considered a strong possibility for the SIRTF mirror mount. Successful prior application
of the bolted mount to large and lightweight systems indicates that this design may be suitable if re-
designed for the large temperature change. Changing washer size allows the designer to change the
stress level in the mount. The capability to handle a wide range of stress could be very important as
the SIRTF program (and hence primary mirror requirement) changes. This early in the program
major change in specification is probable.
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2.10. FLAT PAD MOUNT
The flat pad mount was developed by George Sarver at NASA Ames, Moffett Field, CA _, and is a
modification of the bolted mount. The flat pad mount uses bolted joints with a large preload to pull
spherical or flat contact surfaces against mounting surfaces external to the mirror. Preload is provided
by stacks of belleville springs on the bolts. Each flat pad mount is considered as a kinematic
mounting point, so a total of six are needed to define the location of the mirror.
Very good contact is required between the contact surfaces and the mirror to reduce stress in the
contact area. A tolerance analysis of the flat pad contacts indicates that "optical" tolerances are
required for the contact surfaces. The use of flat or spherical surfaces contact surfaces means that
traditional optical fabrication methods can be used to obtain the required surface quality.
Like the bolted mount, the flat pad mount has a strong effect on mirror configuration. Mounting
blocks exlernal to the mirror are likely to be required. Another approach requires relatively deep
machined mounting pockets in the mirror.
The flat pad mount offers relatively low stress. Long term stability is likely to be very good, due to
direct metal to glass contact. Outgassing problems are reduced by the lack of compliant materials.
Like the bolted mount, the flat pad mount requires a separate set of mounting flexures to reduce the
thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match between mirror and mounting structure. The very high
surface quality required in the area of the mount leads to relatively high fabrication costs. A, change
in stress level could be difficult to accommodate if spherical contacts are used. Good contact between
mirror and mount is unlikely to be maintained due to thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match
effects. A drop in temperature will turn the area contact between an invar spherical pad and
spherical socket into a line contact.
Since there is lack of performance data on the flat pad mount, this type of mount is not considered
suitable for SIRTF. Development of the flat pad mount is underway at Nasa Ames, and it is possible
that this mount may evolve into a suitable configuration for the SIRTF primary mirror mount.
2.11. BOLTED/PINNED MOUNT (BERYLLIUM)
Beryllium offers the great advantage of bolting mounts directly to the mirror. Beryllium is a metal,
and can be drilled, tapped, and pinned like most metals. The thermal coefficient of expansion of
beryllium is significantly highly than that of optical glasses. This high thermal coefficient of
expansion is actually an advantage, since there are a number of other metals that are a good thermal
coefficient of expansion match to beryllium, most notably titanium.
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Beryllium mirror mount designs have exploited the characteristics of the material, by bolting to the
beryllium. Beryllium is an exotic and difficult to fabricate material with poor fracture toughness.
To minimize the possibility of fracture, high stress hardware for mounting, such as flexures and bolts,
are normally fabricated from metals other than beryllium. Titanium is often used for this purpose.
The thermal coefficient of expansion of titanium (6AI-4V) is about 8.8 x 10" m/m-K, and the
thermal coefficient of expansion for beryllium (I-70A) is about ! 1.2 x 10 _ m/m-K.
Direct bolting and pinning was used for mounting on the 0.6 m Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)
primary mirror:S, "s. A three point mirror mount was used, with titanium flexures isolating the
mirror from contraction of the baseplate relative to the mirror due to thermal coefficient of expansion
mis-match. The titanium flexures were single blades with radial compliance. Atop each flexure blade
was a cruciform flexure; this flexure provided rotary compliance about an axis parallel to the mirror
surface and aligned in the circumferential direction. Since the single blade flexure could rotate as
well as translate, the combination of single blade flexure and cruciform flexure provided two degrees
of freedom in rotation. Two degrees of freedom in rotation were required to remove any effects of
mounting error. The IRAS mirror and mount design are shown in fig. 2.15. At 25 K, the cryogenic
surface distortion of the IRAS primary mirror was 0.34 waves RMS (1 wave = 633 nm).
The titanium alloy used in the IRAS flexures was 5AI-2.SSn EL1 (ELI means extra-low interstitial).
During the design of the IRAS mirror mounts, this titanium alloy appeared a good selection for
cryogenic applications _. More recent research into the properties of 5AI-2.SSn ELI at cryogenic
temperatures3_,3',', _' indicates that the fracture toughness of titanium, a critical parameter for
avoidance of cracking at cryogenic temperature is variable, and much lower than the earlier research
indicated. (Anomalous low values of fracture toughness of Ti-SAI-2.SSn were reported as early as
19683s.) Despite the successful application of Ti-SAI-2.SSn ELI in the IRAS, the low values of
fracture toughness measured in recent research strongly suggest that other materials be considered for
beryllium mirror mounts. The performance of Ti-6AI-4V ELI is much better understood _'._
than that of Ti-SAI-2.SSn ELI, suggesting that the former alloy is a better choice for SIRTF
applications.
More complex flexure configurations than the IRAS mirror mount design were described by
Altenhof'. A 0.81 m by 0.86 m beryllium flat mounted by this complex flexure scheme was tested
at 150 K '°. The flexure and bolting technology applied to this mirror was very similar in concept
to that of the IRAS design. Kinematic principles were used to develop the required degrees of
freedom, and individual flexures designed for each required degree of freedom.
Bolting and pinning, combined with flexures, appears to be a very mature technology for mounting
beryllium lightweight mirrors. Bolting and pinning is relative simple, and low in weight. Use of
direct metal to metal contacts provides excellent dimensional stability. No compliant materials are
employed, reducing outgassing. Athermalization is achieved through the use of flexures and matching
of thermal coefficients of expansion (use of titanium, and is acceptable. Bolting and pinning have
minimum impact on the mirror configuration. Mounts can be attached to the back or side of the
mirror.
It is very difficult to analyze the behavior of the bolted and pinned connections. The difficulty of
analysis complicates the dt_sign. Beryllium has a very low microyield strength, requiring a very
conservative design for the mirror mount. Since it is very difficult to determine the exact stress
condition in the mount, design of a conservative mount to avoid microyield is also very difficult.
Should a beryllium mirror be selected for use in the SIR'I F program, bolting and pinning would be
an acceptable choice for the mirror mount. Two cautions connected with bolting and pinning are the
need for careful selection of mounting materials, and the requirement for better analysis techniques
for the stress condition of the mount.
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2.12. CONCLUSIONS OF MIRROR MOUNTING CONCEPT STUDY
Due to very high loads induced by the dynamic specifications of the SIRTF system, only low stress
mount configurations are suitable for the primary mirror. The extreme range of operating
temperature requires excellent athermalization of the mount. A very tight specification on optical
figure requires good isolation of the mirror from mounting stress. Finally, since a candidate mirror
configuration has not yet been identified, the mirror mount must have minimum impact on the mirror
design.
If the selection of a mount is restricted to designs for which there is test data, three strong candidates
emerge: the conical mount (suitable for glass or metal), the bolted mount for glass, and the bolted
mount for beryllium. The conical mount is a good choice for a center supported single arch type
mirror. Use of the conical concept for other mirror configurations is difficult, owing to the limited
contact area available. The bolted mount, combined with a large bearing surface near the bolt, is a
very mature design that has been very successful in a variety of other space systems. Bolted mounts
are the best choice for an open back or structured mirror. Should a beryllium mirror be selected for
SIRTF, a bolted mount would be a good choice. There is a considerable body of experience in the
design of bolted mounts for beryllium mirrors.
Regardless of what type of mount is selected for SIRTF, a key issue is the design of the transition
from the actual mirror to metal mount and the mounting structure. This transition is likely to require
some type of flexure to isolate the mirror from thermal coefficient of expansion mis-match effects.
The current survey indicates that flexure design, and the issues of clamped versus un-clamped, or
caged, are not well understood. It is suggested that future work be considered to better understand
the flexure problem.
2.13. MIRROR GLOBAL STRESS
For most terrestrial applications, global stress in optical mirrors is neglected. When a lightweight
mirror is subject to the type of dynamic loading characteristic of the SIRTF launch vehicle,
significant stresses are induced in the mirror. Two types of mirror stress are significant global stress
induced by vibration of the mirror in its mount, and local stress, in the area of the mount. Both types
of stress were studied; global stress will be discussed in this section of the report.
An important simplification in modeling global stress of a mirror subjected to a random vibration
environment is the Miles approximation. This approximation is valid for lightly damped, single
degree of freedom systems, and is given by 4L. (2.2)
where:
gill
f,
Q
PSD
is the root=mean-square (RMS) response of the mirror in its mount
is the natural frequency of the mirror mount
is the mirrQr mount transmissibility at the natural frequency f°
is the environmental power spectral density at the mirror mount'natural frequency f°
Normally, the maximum response is found by multiplying the above RMS response by a factor of 3.
This maximum response is the "3 sigma" response. The basis for the °3-sigma" approach is the
assumption that the random vibration can be characterized by a Gaussian distribution. With a
Gaussian distribution, events outside of plus or minus 3 sigma will happen about 0.027% of the time.
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The power spectral density function is given in units of g:-Hz "_. Response of the mirror is given by
equation 2 in units of "g." Equation 2 can be used to find the maximum dynamic stress in the mirror
by multiply the response in g given by equation 2 times the maximum stress in the mirror due to self-
weight. If this is done, and the "3-sigma" approximation included, the global maximum mirror stress
is given by:
where:
(2.3)
a_ is the maximum global dynamic stress in the mirror
asr^_c is the maximum stress due to mirror self weight
To make use of equation 3, the maximum global stress in the mirror due to self-weight must be
known. The maximum global stress is computed using the finite element method, or by using a closed
form analytical expression. In the important case of a conventional right circular cylinder mirror,
supported on a continuous edge ring, the maximum global stress due to self-weight loading is given
by _.
I:l'] i: Ill8 h (1 + 3u) I"o - 1 -4 (1 + u) r_y_, _n r,
where:
(2.4)
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is the maximum global stress in the mirror
is mirror material density
is Poisson's ratio for the mirror material
is the mirror thickness
is the mirror outer radius
is the mirror support radius
This solution assumes a simple continuous support, no central hole in the mirror, and no significant
surface curvature.
As a check for calculations performed elsewhere in the report, equation 4 was used to compute the
maximum stresses in conventional right circular cylinder mirrors made of fused silica with the
following properties:
1. Material: Fused silica Corning 7940
2. Material density: 0.08 lb/in 3
3. Poisson's ratio: 0.17
4. Elastic modulus: 10 x 10' lb/in z
Stresses for the same mirrors were then computed using the finite element method. A comparison of
the results is given in table 2.1, for mirrors 3 to 6 in. thick. The major error is in mirrors supported
at intermediate locations. Modeling of the support ring can introduce significant errors in the finite
element method, and are the cause of the discrepancy between the closed form and finite element
results.
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Similar calculations of maximum global stress were made using the finite element method for
contoured back mirrors. Both single arch and double arch mirrors were considered, with a range of
thickness of 4 to 7 in., and a range of weights of !75 to 253 Ibs. The stresses for the double and single
arch mirrors are given in table 2.2. Fig. 2.16 compares the stresses of single and double arch mirrors
as the mirror height is varied. For constant height, optimized double arch mirrors are lower in self-
weight stress than optimized single arch mirrors. Fig. 2.17 compares the stresses of single and double
arch mirrors as the mirror weight is varied. For constant weight optimized mirrors, the self-weight
stress of double arch mirrors is lower than the stress of single arch mirrors.
Another important type of mirror is the lightweight sandwich mirror. The maximum bending stress
in the faceplates of a lightweight sandwich structure is given byO:
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where:
(2.5)
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is the maximum principle stress in the faceplate of the lightweight sandwich structure
is the moment applied to the Sandwich structure
is the faceplate thickness
is the total thickness of the sandwich structure
The maximum moment in an edge supported right circular cylinder plate or'mirror is given by:
P=re =
- l---d-(3• u)
where:
Po isthe areadensityof theappliedload
The areadensityof a lightweightsandwich mirrorisgiven by:.
e. - p (2,,.
(2.6)
where:
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is the area density of the lightweight sandwich mirror
is the mirror material density
is the faceplate thickness
is the rib solidity ratio
is the shear core height
(2.7)
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And the rib solidity ratio is given by:
where:
(2.8)
B
t.
is the rib solidity ratio
is the diameter of a circle inscribed in the unit cell of the shear core
is the rib thickness
Substituting equations 6 and 7 into equation 5, the maximum global stress in an edge ring supported
self-weight loaded sandwich mirror is given by:
pr.
(3 F6u) t:s (2t:. nh°)
where:
(2.9)
a=., is the maximum global stress in a self-weight loaded sandwich mirror
A similar derivation is used to find the maximum stress in an edge ring loaded solid right circular
cylinder mirror, assuming self-weight loading:
,23 r,
where:
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is the maximum stress in a self-weight loaded solid mirror
is the mirror thickness
is the mirror material density
is the mirror radius
is the Poisson's ratio of the mirror material
A series of equations can be developed for other support conditions, assuming self-weight loading.
Regardless of the type of support, the following expressions are used to scale stress as mirror
parameters are varied:
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where:
(2.12)
osouD is the
p is the
h is the
ro is the
OSANDWICH is the
h is the
is the
ho is the
stress in a solid mirror
mirror material density
mirror overall thickness
mirror radius
stress in a sandwich mirror
faceplate thickness
rib solidity ratio
shear core thickness (h- 2tf =, ho)
The above scaling laws, along with equation 3, are useful for quickly estimating the effect of a change
of the environment or mirror configuration on the mirror maximum stress. These expressions hold
for stress due to the rigid body motion of the mirror vibration in the mirror. Using equations 11 and
12, an expression is developed which compares the stress in the same thickness solid and lightweight
mirrors, assuming identical materials and diameters:
%ozn_ 6t!
o_h_ ! 2t! + ¢lhc
(2.13)
Another source of stress in the mirror is vibration of the mirror itself. This is not rigid body motion,
but rather the mirror vibrating at one of its modes. The Miles approximation is used to determine
the stress developed by this vibration, but the fundamental frequency and Q are now for the mirror
itself.
In addition to the self-weight stress equations, determination of the stress due to vibration of the
mirror requires an expression for the fundamental frequency of the mirror. For a solid right circular
cylinder mirror, the fundamental frequency is given by _.
4[ 1
(2.14)
where:
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_s the mirror natural frequency
ts the support condition constant (dimensionless)
_s the mirror radius
ts the acceleration due to earth's gravity
_s the elastic modulus of the mirror material
_s the mirror thickness
_s the mirror material density
xs the Poisson's ratio of the mirror material
Equations 14 and 10 are substituted into equation 3 to produce an expression for the maximum global
stress for conventional right circular cylinder mirrors due to vibration of the mirror itself:
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where:
asouo is the
Co is the
p is the
E is the
u is the
ro is the
h is the
g is the
PSD is the
Q is the
maximum dynamic stress
support condition constant
mirror material density
mirror material elastic modulus
Poisson's ratio of the mirror material
mirror radius
mirror thickness
acceleration due to earth's gravity
environmental power spectral density
mirror transmissibility at resonance
Equation (15) is used to find an expression for the minimum mirror thickness necessary to keep the
stress in the mirror due to vibration of the mirror itself below some allowable level. This thickness
is then used to find the minimum weight mirror required to keep the mirror stress below some
allowable level when the mirror itself vibrates when exposed to random vibration. The minimum
mirror weight is then given by:
(3, u)2 (plo _9 (pE) _ r'. #_ (t'SD) O
w. - e.
(2.16)
where:
Wmin
G A
is the minimum mirror weight for a solid mirror
is the allowable stress in the mirror
A similar approach is used to develop expressions for the maximum global stress due to vibration of
the mirror itself for a sandwich mirror, when the mirror is exposed to random vibration. The
maximum stress for the sandwich mirror is given by;
u) Pr.(2t/+vlhc)(PSD)mQm{__p "h_-(1 -vl]2)h_l }ha
(2.17)
where:
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maximum stress in the sandwich mirror
Poisson's ratio of the mirror material
support condition constant
mirror material density
overall mirror thickness
rib solidity ratio
shearcorethickness
faceplatethickness
environmentalpower spectraldensity
mirrortransmissibilityatresonance
elasticmodulus of themirrormaterial
accelerationdue totheearth'sgravity
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Equation 17 is used to develop an expression for the minimum weight sandwich mirror. Minimum
weight is defined as the weight required to keep the mirror stress below some allowable stress when
the mirror is exposed to random vibration. Minimum weight for a sandwich mirror is given by:
(3"_u)..__2 (plo_)2 (pg)lr_ r, #_
W_ - Cl [12'0-u):] _ , (PSD) (2
1 {1-(1-T1)[1-2(-_11} _ {1-(1-_-)[1-2(-_) I }'_
where:
(2.18)
Wmm
(7 A
is the minimum weight of the sandwich mirror
is the allowable stress
Although complex, equations 16 and 18 provide insight into the behavior of mirrors subject to
random vibration. Of particular interest is the relationship between mirror material properties and
minimum weight. For minimum weight mirrors subject to excitation by random vibration, the
following material parameter is important:
(plo,_ (pE) ta
where:
(2.19)
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is the mirror material density
is the allowable stress
is the mirror elastic modulus
For glass mirrors, the allowable stress is normally the fracture stress, modified by a safety factor. For
metal mirrors, the allowable stress is the microyield stress, modified by a safety factor. (Microyield
stress is defined as the stress necessary to produce a permanent strain of one part per million in the
material.) Table 2.3 compares different mirror materials on the basis of this new dynamic material
property. For minimum weight, this property should be as small as possible.
2.14. MOUNT STRESS ANALYSIS:
In addition to the global stress induced by random vibration, the local stress due to mounting must
be considered in the SIR'IF primary mirror mount design. Determination of the local stress due to
the mount is a difficult problem if the finite element method is used. However, it is possible to
derive closed form or analytical expressions for the local stress using some simple approximations.
Two types of mount are of interest: the flat pad mount, and the conical mount. 13oth types of mounts
are likely to be used in a semi-kinematic design, where the individual mounts act as defining points.
If semi- kinematic design is used, the mounts are likely to be employed as three equal spaced defining
"points" on a common diameter.
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The Miles approximation, equation 3, is used to provide the accelerations of the mirror, when the
mirror is subject to random vibration. Local stress for a single circular flat pad mount is given by:
t7
4g_F g__.F
x D z .4
where:
(2.20)
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is the local stress in the mount
is the fraction of the mirror weight carried by the mount
is the acceleration acting perpendicular to the flat pad mount surface
is the flat pad area in contact with the mirror
is the diameter of the flat pad
Substituting equation 20 into equation 3, the local stress in a flat pad mount during random vibration
is given by:
a._,, - _ /. Q (PsD)
xD 2
where:
(2.21)
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is the local stress in the mount
is the fraction of the mirror weight carried by the mount
is the flat pad diameter
is the natural frequency of the mirror mount
is the transmissibility of the mirror mount
is the environmental power spectral density
If the flat pads are equal spaced about the circumference of the mirror, it is reasonable to assume that
at some time during random vibration, a single pad will carry the full weight of the mirror. If this
assumption is made, equation 21 can be solved for the minimum pad diameter required to keep the
local mount stress below some allowable stress. The minimum pad diameter is given by:
l l2gr (PSD)]m
where:
(2.22)
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is the minimum pad diameter required to keep the mount stress below the allowable
stress
is the allowable stress in the mount
Fig. 2.18 shows the local stress versus mount natural frequency in flat pad mounts for a representative
set of SIRTF design parameters. Pad diameter was fixed at 3.5 in. This pad diameter was selected
because of the limitation on fused silica blank thickness of 4.0 in. The values of Q and the PSD were
chosen from previous studies of the SIRTF. Fig. 2.18 shows how the stress varies with mirror weight.
An alternate approach is shown in fig. 2.19. This figure is based on equation 22, and shows how the
minimum pad diameter varies with frequency for a variety of mirror weights. Both fig. 2.18 and 2.19
demonstrate that relatively low mount frequency are necessary if the pad diameter is kept small.
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Although the flat pad mount has considerable promise for the SIRTF program, it has a great
disadvantage in only permitting loading perpendicular to the mirror surface. The conical mount can
handle loading both along the mount axis and transverse to the axis. Athermalization of the conical
mount is very good; as the temperature changes the two conical surface slide so as to remain in
contact.
The maximum local stress in a conical contact is given by _,_.
46
(D 4.a'):tL(_ cos e +sine) nLd
where:
(2.23)
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is the maximum local stress in the conical contact
is the axial load
is the tangential load (load normal to the axis of the mount)
is the maximum conical diameter
is the minimum conical diameter
is the conical length
the friction coefficient of the contact
is the cone angle (measured from the axis)
Equation 23 can be substituted into equation 3, to derive an equation for the maximum local stress
in a conical mount under random vibration. If the conical mounts are used as edge mounts, radially
directed, and equal spaced about the circumference of the mirror, the maximum local stress is given
by:
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where:
(2.25)
cr_,_ t is the
W is the
f_t is the
fA is the
K is the
Q is the
PSD is the
O is the
L is the
D is the
maximum local stress in the conical mount
mirror weight
radial natural frequency of the mirror mount
axial natural frequency of the mirror mount
mirror mount frequency ratio f_/fa
mirror mount transmissibility
environmental power spectral density
mount conical socket angle (measured from the mount axis)
radial conical socket length
maximum socket diameter
Fig. 2.20 to 2.23 illustrate how the geometry factor given by equation 25 varies with the mount
frequency ratio. A friction coefficient ('mu') of 0.3 and a maximum socket diameter of 3 in. were
selected for this set of figures. For a given socket angle, there is usually an optimum conical socket
length to minimize the geometry factor, and therefor minimize the local stress in the mount.
Equations 21 and 24 indicate that it is possible to use closed form solutions to evaluate the local stress
in relatively complex mirror mounts subject to random vibration. These equations can be easily
evaluated on a programmable calculator or micro-computer. Use of such economical computational
devices permits rapid evaluation of mount _rforman_r inexpensive optimization of mount design.
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EQUIVALENT HEIGHT CONTOURED BACK MIRRORS
Single Arch
Height = 4 in.
Max. principlesires:=-:60_psi
Max. deLection=--_,.3x i0-5 in.
Fundamental frequenc;. 330 Hz
Weight = 148 Ib,
Double Arch
Height - 4 in.
Max. p_nciple stress= -1.8psi
Max. defle_:t_on=-4.25 x I0-6 in
Fundamental Frequency = 1518 Hz
W'eEght. 2.08lb.
Single Arch
Height - 5 in.
Max. principlestress= -'_3.0 psi
Max. deflection= -6.0× 10--Sin.
Fundamental frequenc':. ,_04Hz
Weight = 175 lb.
Double Arch
Height - 5 in.
Max. princ,plestress= 1.4psi
Max. deflection.-3.20 x 10.6 in.
Fundamental frequency. 1749 Hz
Weight. 253 lb.
Single Arch
Height. 7 in.
Max. principlestress. -9.0psi
Max. deflection.-3 2 x I0-_ in.
Fundamental rrequenc7. 553 Hz
Weight = 2.39lb.
Double Arch
Height = 7 in.
Max. principle stress = -1.2psi
Max. deflection =-2.20 x I0 -6 in.
Fundamental Frequency = 2109 Hz
Weight. 340 lb.
EQUIVA LENT WEIGHT CONTOURED BACK MIRRORS
Single Arch
Weight - 175 lb.
Max. principle stress = -I 3.0.psi
Max. deflection, -6.0 x [0 -,_ in.
Fundamental frequency • 404 HI
Height. 5 in.
Double Arch
Weight. 175 lb.
Max. principle stress - -2.0 psi
Max. deflection - -5.5 x 10-° in.
Fundamental frequency = 1334 Hz
Height = 3.3 in.
w
Single Arch
Weight = 206 lb.
Max. principle stress • -10.0 psi
Max. deflection.-4.25x I0"_ in.
Fundamental frequency • 480 Hz
Height = 6.1 in.
SingleArch
Weight = 251 lb.
Max. principle stress - -8.0 psi
Max. deflection.-2.8x tO-_ in.
Fundamental frequency = 591 Hz
Height = 7.7 in.
Double Arch
Weight = 208 lb.
Max. principle stress = -I.8 psi
Max. deflection = -4.25 x 10-6 in.
Fundamental frequency = 1518 Hz
Height = 4.0 in.
Double Arch
Weight = 253 lb.
Max. principle stress = -I.4 psi
Max. deflection - -3.2 x 10"° in.
Fundamental Frequency. 1749 Hz
Height • 5.0 in.
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ESTIMATE
i
Hz.
Where : f
g
Ss
• fundmental frequency
- acceleration due togravity
,, maximum static deflection
Table 2.2. Sell-weight stress in contoured back mirrors.
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3. LIGHTWEIGHT MIRROR AND MOUNT DESIGNS
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3.1. SINGLE ARCH MIRROR AND MOUNT STUDIES
Two lightweight mirror and mount studies were completed. The single arch design provided by
George Sarver of NASA Ames is shown in Figure 3.1. This hub mounted design is athermalized by
the hub geometry as shown in Figure 3.2 Two back contour shapes which optimize the weight to rms
wavefront error for gravity loading in the zenith direction were used. A 150 pound mirror with an
outer 1/2 inch edge thickness and a 187 pound mirror with an outer 1 inch edge thickness were
modeled and analyzed. Both of these mirrors were supported at three points with a semi-kinematic
mount comprising three circular pads on the mirror land. Two different pad diameters were used to
demonstrate the effect of pad size on this semi-kinematic mount. A 60 degree pie finite element
model of these mirrors is shown in Figure 3.3. Shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are the optical
performances of the 150 pound mirror for gravity load pointing zenith and horizon, respectively, and
shown in Figure 3.6 is the effect of a 1-g clamping load. Shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are the optical
path differences for combinations of a 5-g preload and a l-g self weight load in the zenith and
horizon directions, respectively. Summarized in Table 3.1 are the results for both the 187 pound and
150 pound mirrors with different sized supporting pads. The 5-g preload was used as typical to
prevent the mirror from moving in its mount during normal transportation and handling
environments. In all load cases the interface between the glass and the invar hub was assumed smooth
with no friction forces acting between these elements. This, of course, is a modeling assumption that
should be validated.
These results on the optical performances of a single arch design indicate the heavier 187 lb. design
with the one inch edge thickness is significantly better than the lighter 150 lb. design with the 1/2
inch edge thickness for the self-weight zenith pointing position. However, the preload clamping
effects on the optical performances is essentially the same for both mirrors. When these Ioadings, i.e.
gravity and preload are combined, the optical performances are again essentially identical at about
0.50_. rms. Decreasing the sizes of the 3 point pad supports improved the surfaces to 0.37_. rms.
The Sarver design philosophy departs radically from the design constraints placed on the double arch
design proposed by the University of Arizona. The latter design, which was neither caged or
clamped, was preloaded to completely offset launch loads of approximately 50 g's along the optical
axis and 42 g's normal to the optical axis. The critical damping coefficient used was 0.004 for the
6AL-TiV flexural system at cryogenic temperature. The Sarver design philosophy was to use a very
low preload to allow the slippage of the mirror in its mount during the launch environment to increase
the system damping and reduce the magnitude of the launch loads. A keyway in the hub is designed
to keep the mirror from being decentered after the launch loads have ceased. From this study it is
apparent that the preload for the Sarver design should not exceed about 2 g's to keep the wavefront
error less that 0.25_. rms in the zenith pointing position.
No dynamic analyses were performed on these single arch designs. It is apparent that these studies
along with full scale dynamic testing of the mirror in its mount are required to validate this design
concept.
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Figure 3.1. The NASA Ames Sarver Design
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Figure 3.2. Hub Geometry
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Figure 3.3. Sarver Design 60 degree pie [inite element model undeformed
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Figure 3.4. 150 Ib mirror optical per/ormances (zenith)
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TABLE 3.1
SIRTF PRIMARY MIRROR STUDY
= .
Server Single Arch
g_
=_
w
w
w
w
[]
RMS Wavefront (lambda ,, 0.633)
MODEL
(3 pt pad supt)
LOADING
I-g Zenith 0.13
l-g Horizon
l-g Clamp
5-g Clamp +
l-g Horizon
5-g Clamp +
l-g Zenith
0.069
0.47
187#
2.25"pad
0.089
0.058
0.37
0.22
0.34
0.07
0.51
0.49
Table 3.1. Sarver single arch design optical performance summary
3.2. CELLULAR SANDWICH LIGHTWEIGHT MIRROR AND MOUNT STUDIES
An alternative design of a lightweight primary mirror and mirror cell for SIRTF uses a cellular
sandwich mirror design. The severe launch load effects on the mirror are circumvented by clamping
the mirror in the cell during launch. This preliminary design is a recommendation only and requires
further analysis and testing.
This light-weight cellular mirror using tangent bar mounts is a cellular sandwich with triangular cells
and weighs approximately 135 lbs. The mirror design has three socket inserts machined into blocks
near the edge for the tangent bar mount. Metal bellows pressurized using He3 which liquifies at 2°K
are used for the clamping action and will release when the SIRTF is deployed. Tangent bar flexures
connected to the sockets and the inside of the mirror cell will then support and position the mirror
during space operations.
3.3. CONSTRAINTS
During the course of this study, the following assumptions and constraints were made. The design
of the cellular mirror was limited to a total mirror weight of 135 lbs. The diameter was one meter
and radius of curvature was four meters. Fused Silica, Coming code 7940, was chosen as the mirror
material with the following material properties:
E ,, 10.7E6 psi
Z_
w
E_
w
--==
w
v=0.17
p = 0.092 lb/in3
Additional design constraints for both the mirror and cell were:
I) The outside diameter of the mirror cell is not to exceed 42 in.
2) The temperature range the system will experience is room temperature 4°g.
3) The PSD design envelope specified for the launch environment is 0.02 g2/Hz along
all axes for 20 to 250 Hz with a decrease of 9 db/octave above 250 Hz.
4) The sigma design factor for the microyield stress is 3.
Using these constraints, optimization of the cellular mirror, and a conceptual design for the mount
and cell were made.
w
i
w
w
3.4. CELLULAR MIRROR OPTIMIZATION
In order to optimize the lightweight mirror, a two step approach was followed. Analytical. or strength
of material (SOM) solutions were utilized to get an approximate optimum mirror geometry design in
terms of stiffness to weight. With this information, Program MAP, a finite element program for
wavefront error analysis of sandwich mirrors, was used to further refine the design. Lastly, a finite
element model was developed using GIFTS for dynamic and static stress analysis. Shown in Figure
3.9 is the optimized design as determined by MAP and SOM solutions. The mirror design has the
following physical dimensions:
faceplate thickness = .3 in.
backplate thickness = .2 in.
rib thickness = .2 in.
edge thickness = .25 in.
overall height = 4.0 in.
overall height = 4.0 in.
cell geometry = triangular
weight w/o socket blocks = 100 lbs.
weight w/socket blocks = 135 lbs
3.$. ANALYTICAL DESIGN
Using a strength of materials approach developed by Mehta, sandwich mirror geometry can be
optimized for the best possible stiffness to weight ratio. A 35 lb core evolved in this design. Table
3.2 lists various mirror designs investigated for the two different core weights when 10 cells were used
acrossthemirrordiameter.As theribsolidityratio,n,increasesthenthe cellsize,B, decreasesand
w=
u
w
the three point edge support deflection increases. Although the SIRTF mirror will not be supported
at the extreme outer edge, this maximum deflection calculation gives an indication of how the cell
geometry will affect deflection. In the actual mounting case, as the support radius moves to the
center of the socket blocks the deflection will actually decrease.
Another important deflection term which must be considered is the quilting deflection of the cells
or the "print-through _ due to polishing. The last column of Table 3.2 tabulates the quilting deflection
for a .3 in. faceplate with triangular cells and .3 psi of polishing pressure. This deflection is
influenced by all of these factors. Shown in Figures 3.10, 3.1 I, and 3.12 is the relationship of quilting
deflection to faceplate thickness and cell geometry. A summary of the quilting equations as well as
the other SOM equations used in this analysis are given in APPENDIX 3.A.
A review of lightweight mirror geometry indicated that a triangular rib pattern would provide
symmetry and would be relatively east to fabricate. Although this geometry does not produce the
smallest quilting deflection, the deflection is small enough with a .3 in faceplate to cause no major
concern (on the order of 1/10 of a wave). As stated earlier, it was also decided to use a 35 lb. core
for light=weight purposes. Further analyses also showed that a deeper core yielded a stiffer mirror,
thus it was decided to increase the overall thickness to 4 in. from the previous 3.5 in. consideration.
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Core Weight =70ib
(overall wt = 137.5 [b)
10 cells tf =.3 in.
3 pt. quilt.
a he tw B A (E- 5) ,_ (E- 6)
0.1 6.66 .20 3.72 2.83 4.05
0.15 4.44 ,31 3.60 6.17 3.56
0.20 3.33 .41 3.48 10.6 3.12
0.25 2.66 .52 3,36 16.2 2.71
0.30 2,22 ,63 3.24 22,6 2.34
I
U
Core Wetght =351b
(overall wt = 102.5 lb)
10 cells tf =.3 in.
3 pt. quilt
n hc tw B _ (E-5) A (E- 6)
0.I 3.33 .20 3.72 8.63 4.05
0.15 2.22 .31 3.60 18.2 3.56
0.20 1.66 .41 3.48 30.5 3.12
0.25 1.33 .52 3.36 44.7 2.71
0.30 I.II .63 3.24 60.5 2.34
z
w Table 3.2. Analytical Mirror Design
w
w
w
3.6. PROGRAM MAP
The MAP program, developed by Dr. Ralph M. Richard, is a program which autogenerated models
for light-weight structured mirrors using finite elements. This program was used to model the 1 m.
mirror. The SOM solutions were used as a baseline and MAP was used to obtain a refined design with
a high stiffness-to-weight ratio. Additionally a GIFTS finite element model was generated to provide
a means of evaluating both the static and dynamic stresses. For comparison, the proposed design
which was obtained by MAP was also evaluated using the SOM approach. For a 3 pt. edge support
with sockets, the following weights and gravity loading deflections were determined.
Structural
Max.
Deflection
Weight
Optical
Axes
Frequency
Max.
Global
Stress
MAP 7.6E-5 in. 135 ib 406 Hz 12.6 psi
SOM 8.6E-5 in. 135 lb
140 Ib
_m
8.0E-5 in.
ill
GIFTS 14.0 psi
*MAP Wavefront RMS = 0.82;.
The SOM deflectioncalculationsfor thismodel are given in APPENDIX 3.A. A program MAP
outputfrom a model run ispresentedin APPENDIX 3.B.
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Figure 3.13. 180 Degree Finite Element Model
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3.'/. FINITE ELEMENT DESIGN
Further static and dynamic modeling of the I meter mirror is necessary to examine the effects of
clamping during launch. Figure 3.13 shows a finite element model of a lg0 degree segment of the
mirror. For future analysis, this model should be refined and its performance evaluated for the
design PSD.
3.8. 18 POINT MOUNTING SYSTEM FOR POLISHING
An important consideration is 0.25 rms wavefront error placed on the mirror. While in space, this
constraint is not difficult to meet since gravity loading will not be present, only distortions due to the
mount itself and the residual quilting due to polishing will be of concern. While polishing and testing
the mirror under gravity loading however, it is extremely important to minimize self-weight included
deflections to get a true measure of the mirror's optical surface. The 3 pt. support proposed for
launch is insufficient for this purpose, therefore, an lg pt. support system for polishing and testing
is recommended. An 18 point polishing setup using oilpad belief rams exists at the Optical Sciences
Center and has been successfully used for polishing high precision lightweight mirrors of the l-m
class.
3.9. MIRROR MOUNTING SYSTEM
Based upon the experience this design team has had with (SIRTF) double arch design, it was
concluded that a clamped mirror mount system would be required for the lightweight mirror. The
SIRTF design envelope, specified by NASA Ames for the space shuttle cargo bay was 0.02 gZ/Hz over
the frequency range 20-250 Hz with a drop of 9 rib/octave from that level for the higher frequencies.
This design envelope resulted in approximately a 508 loading along the optical axis and a 40g loading
normal to the optical axis for a 258 lb fused silica mirror with flexure mounts designed to
accommodate cryo-cooi down. It is very apparent that a lightweight mirror could not withstand loads
of this magnitude.
The clamping system is a highly reliable design concept which circumvents a very difficult design,
if even possible, for an unclamped flexure design.
This system results in a mirror design with a fundamental frequency along the optical axis of 400 Hz
when supported by the flexures, and a frequency of 600 Hz with the clamped support system.
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3.10. SOCKET DESIGN
A preloaded tapered invar socket which has a large glass to metal contact area is proposed. Three of
these inserts provide the interference between the mirror socket blocks and the tangent bar flexures.
This design is similar to the proposed SIRTF double arch socket design. A Conceptual drawing of
the socket design is shown in Figure 3.14.
3.11. TANGENT BAR FLEXURES
These invar flexures, attached to the tapered socket inserts, provide the support for normal handling
of the mirror in its cell under 1 g loading and also provide both optical axis and lateral positioning
of the mirror in space. This flexure design is similar to that used for the German Infrared Laboratory
(GIRL) design. Shown in Figure 3.15, is a preliminary layout of the tangent bar concept with the
lightweight mirror and mirror cell.
3.12. CLAMPED (BELLOWS) DESIGN FOR LAUNCH
This design comprises bellows located on the back of the mirror sockets which presses the mirror top
outer edge against the mirror cell. Also a circumferential bellow design provides lateral constraint
of the mirror in the cell from the effects of the lateral loads, i.e. loads normal to the optical axis.
These bellows clamping conceptual designs are shown with the sockets in Figure 3.14.
3.13. FUTURE DESIGN STUDIES AND TESTS REQUIRED
Finite element analysis of the mirror, stress analyses of the sockets and flexure assemblies are required
to determine stress levels, both clamped and unclamped due to static and dynamic loadings, and
wavefront errors due to support conditions of a l-g loading and the lg point polishing support system.
With a final or near final design completed, a full scale qualification test would be made at the Fort
Huachuca Environmental Test Facility to simulate the dynamic launch loads and verify the integrity
of the design.
L •
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w
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Appendix 3.A. Analytical Mirror Analysis
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